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Pontiac Silverdome Sold for $583,000
to Canadian Company
127.5 Acres

$525,000

$599,900

Single Family Home
4 Beds 4 1/2 Baths

Sprawling home on 12 acres!
Single Family Home
Beds: 5 - Baths: 4 – 1/2 Bath

PONTIAC RESIDENTS FIGHT BACK TO UNDO SILVERDOME SALE

Earlene BaggettHayes

Pontiac citizens, led by Attorney Earlene
Baggett-Hayes, Pastor James Keys, businessman
Chuck Johnson, Dr. Mildred Mason, Tony Fed,
Yohannes Boldes, Joyce Allen, OC Commissioner
Mattie Hatchett and other attorneys, community
leaders, business owners, and residents, have filed a
lawsuit against the City of Pontiac. The Complaint
also names Emergency Financial Manager Fred
Leeb, Mayor Clarence Phillips, and Auctioneer
giant Williams & Williams.
The Complaint raises several allegations
premised upon violation of the City Charter and an
infringement of residents’ rights to due process and
equal protection. The matter will be heard by Judge
Edward Sosnick on Wednesday December 9th at
8:30 am at Oakland Circuit Court. The Citizens
For Pontiac Committee is asking all concerned city

residents and others to come out and support this
effort on next Wednesday.
Pontiac residents are fighting to keep the
Silverdome from being sold to a Canadian
company, who has proposed that the facility be used
as a Soccer dome. The sale was finalized on
November 16, 2009 for $583,000.00 – substantially
below the property’s market value. This figure does
not even address the City’s $7 Million deficit. After
costs, the City only realizes approximately
$330,000 from the sale. The City had previously
rejected higher offers and bids on the property.
The deal, as it is currently pending, proposes no
economic incentives for the City such as a commitment to employing Pontiac residents, hiring local
contractors for the development, and/or other
economic benefits to the City.

Further, the property was sold without a formal
appraisal, as requested by City Council. The property was sold without requiring a minimum bid or
allowing the City a right to refusal. Lastly, the
proposed development of the property was never
disclosed to residents until after the sale. Under the
City’s charter, such sales are required to be
approved and reviewed by City Council and may be
subject to approval by City Residents. This process
was completely ignored here.
According to Attorney Hayes and Dr. Mason
“The residents cannot continue to stand by and
allow the City’s prime real estate and treasures to be
used for arbitrary and frivolous ventures; nor can
residents stand by and agree to the sale of its most
viable asset for an amount that undermines the very
purpose of the sale.”

Grand Opening - Monday, December 14, 2009

Captain Crust
Pizza • Seafood • Subs
Featuring Southern Smoked BBQ
Dine In – Carryout – Catering
248-451-9500 • 340 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd in Pontiac

Late Night Deliveries Available – Open Late
See Full Page ad and Insert Center of Paper
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The Time & What Must Be Done!
By Frank Russell - Publisher
In the inaugural issue
of this publication back
on August 24, 2007, this
writer asked the question “Can we come
together and solve our
problems? This question was posed as part of
our initial comprehensive Editorial titled
Publisher “Pontiac - The Former
R. Frank
All-American City at the
Russell
Crossroads”.
Back in August 2007, I believed with all
of my heart and soul that we could and
would be able to come together and solve
Pontiac’s problems.
Presently, I am very skeptical about our
ability to solve our problems. In fact, it is my
belief that we are predisposed to self destruct
because of a pathological inability to understand the times and what must be done! We
also have a unique knack for making very bad
decisions. We also do not know what we
don’t know! We trust the wrong people! We
put our trust in people who also - don’t know
…but they know, that we don’t know.. that
they don’t know….so they lead us down the
wrong road without much resistance! Those
who do resist and/or have opposing or
different points of view are attacked and
discredited to the detriment of the community
by other members of the community!
The specific problems that we discussed
in the August 2007 Editorial is listed
below:
• School System ranked at the bottom in
Oakland County with a declining student
enrollment.
• City Government on the verge of bankruptcy with a possible state take-over on the
horizon.
• Neighborhood blight WITH FAR too
many rental properties.
• The demise or plundering of NOMC
(Pontiac General Hospital).
• What to do about the Pontiac
Silverdome?
• Out-dated and dysfunctional City
Charter.
• Inadequate Police Protection.
• Controversy regarding minimum
manning within the Fire Department
In the August 2007 editorial we attempted
to describe what Pontiac was like in the past,
what happened to cause the demise of the
city, and what can be done to revive our home
town! Again, the purpose of that editorial
was to briefly outline some of the issues and
to explore and/or suggest possible solutions.
Over the past three years many articles have
been presented in this publication regarding
these and other critical concerns, problems
and solutions faced by our potentially great
city!
Let’s look at where we are today as it
relates to the problems discussed back in
2007!
• Then - School System ranked at the
bottom in Oakland County with a
declining student enrollment.
Now - District still ranked at bottom in
Oakland County. Over 2500 students have
left the district since 2007. A Board of
Trustees that has shown a reckless disregard
for the will of the people. Several members
of the Board who do not understand that they
are public servants….not the public masters!
A board and previous administration that
have ignored the wise counsel of those in the

community who do know how to help solve
the districts critical problems. Grade D
• Then - City Government on the verge
of bankruptcy with a possible state takeover on the horizon.
Now - Emergency Financial Manager
(Fred Leeb) sent to the City, bankruptcy still
on the horizon, many questionable bad decision made by EFM. Mayor and City Council
rendered powerless! Experienced council
members deciding to leave or quit just when
the going started to get tough! Thereby
leaving a serious brain drain! Grade D• Then - Neighborhood blight WITH
FAR too many rental properties.
Now - Neighborhoods continue to
decline, with many foreclosures in process
and more to come! Grade D+
• Then - The demise or plundering of
NOMC (Pontiac General Hospital).
Now - North Oakland Medical Center
now closed, replaced by Doctors Hospital of
Michigan, many questions still up in the air
regarding NOMC funds. Grade C• Then - What to do about the Pontiac
Silverdome?
Now - This prize piece of property sold
for less than pennies on the dollar at
$586,000. I say sold, but I mean stole. In an
unprecedented move, our EFM – Fred Leeb
made a unilateral decision to sale the Pontiac
Silverdome at Auction without a minimum
bid and/or a right of first refusal. This 127
acre facility was stolen for the price of a 5
bedroom, 4 bath, single family home! (See
Front Page examples) - Grade F+
• Then - Out-dated and dysfunctional
City Charter.
Now - Charter still needs to be updated
and soon! Grade – Incomplete
• Then - Inadequate Police Protection.
Now - Pontiac Police actually doing a
credible job, if you factor in all of the handicaps that the department has encountered
related to lack of funding and massive layoffs of patrol officers. Grade C+
• Then - Controversy regarding
minimum manning within the Fire
Department.
Now - Fire department should be
applauded for finally making a decision to
right size its operation and make sacrifices to
assist city with budgetary problems. Credit
should also be given to EFM Fred Leeb,
Chief Hawkins and the union leadership.
Grade C

Listed below are the specific solutions
that we offered back in 2007 for the
Educational, Political and Religious challenges that Pontiac faced at that time…
these solutions still may have some validity
today and in the future!
THE SOLUTIONS
Educational Solution
• Elect individuals to the school board
who are informed and willing to roll up their
sleeves and go to work to make sure our children receive a quality education.
• Stop electing people to the Board of
Education who are unqualified friends, relatives, and church or fraternity members!
• Establish a district wide Student Success
Program.
• Conduct teacher training on how to
motive, stimulate, educate and cultivate
Pontiac students.
• Institute a district wide Parent
Involvement/Training Program.
• Hire and/or get behind progressive
knowledgeable Superintendent and charge
him or her with a community agenda.
• Develop a community educational
agenda with reachable goals and timetables.
• Make an assessment/evaluation of every
school in the district and then create school
improvement plans.
•Institute residency requirement/incentives that motivate teachers to live in the city
and send their children to schools in the
district.
• Establish at least one monthly meeting
for school board members to hear and
respond to community concerns.
Political Solutions
• Elect qualified and seasoned individuals
as Mayor and City Council members.
• Stop electing people to these positions
who are our friends, relatives, and church or

fraternity members.
• Establish a set of minimum qualifications for our elected officials.
• Revisit the city charter to include and or
exclude items that are needed to make sure
that the City government can run smoothly!
• Establish monthly meetings for council
members to hear and respond to community
concerns.
• Establish at least one monthly meeting
for Mayor and staff to hear and respond to
community concerns.
Religious Solutions
• Get out in the community to help solve
social, economic, political issues in the city.
• Invest funds raised by the church back
into the community by establishing businesses and other enterprises.
• Become more informed about what’s
happening in the community.
• Consolidate some of these churches
because there are too many churches for a
city the size of Pontiac.
• Educate your congregation!
• Educate yourself and your ministers!
• Be aware of, sensitive to and tolerant of
the faith of others!
Over the next several months TPN will
continue to offer positive solutions to
Pontiac’s many problems, hopefully our
public servants including the new Mayor,
City Council and school board members and
administration will listen, and do the right
things!
Please keep in mind that the information presented in this editorial is just the
informed opinion of one person! Frank
Russell, Publisher TPN
We invite you all to contribute, if you have
a positive and/or constructively critical
article about the City that you would like to
share with our readers, please submit it to us!

DENTAL ARTS COMPANY
DENTISTRY BY JEFF MARTIN, D.D.S.
A Beautiful smile takes more than just brushing
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Guest Opinions

The Myth of Equality
By Quincy Stewart
There is a long held
belief in America by both
those of African descent
(so-called black people)
and European descent (socalled white people) that in
order to make things
“equal” we must all “get
Quincy
along“, “tolerate” one
Stewart III another, put those who are
in the minority group in positions that manage
the institutions of those in the majority, and
avoid conversations about past evils and
current injustices.
The election of President Obama reveals
many things about America beyond the
majority’s relative comfort with someone of
African descent in the office of president.
Obama represented the culmination of
black people’s struggle for inclusion into the
American mainstream and leaves little room
for us to complain again about how racist
America is, because after all-we now have a
PRESIDENT who looks like us and has a wife
who looks like our wives, our neighbor, our
mother, our sister…
How could it be that we yet complain of an
America that is inherently racist when we’ve
been “allowed’ to participate at every level of
American jurisprudence, every legislative
body that America has, and many of us are
rich, living in exclusive areas that at one time
would have been a distant fantasy for us to
live in? We drive expensive cars, some of us,
and we are in positions on jobs where we tell
so-called white folks what to do. Regular,
daily lynching has stopped, bloodbaths where
black neighborhoods were ransacked, pillaged
and people are murdered wholesale have
stopped like what occurred in Tulsa,
Oklahoma and Rosewood, Florida,
well…they just don’t happen anymore.
There are laws all over the books which

are sensitive to hate crimes and when caught,
many violators are punished severely. There is
liberal radio and television which eschews
injustice daily and fights for liberal causes like
health care, better schools for minorities and
the like.
So the question begs and perplexes many
so-called whites; “what are you people still
complaining about?”
The real issue surrounding racism is not
the warm and fuzzy ideal that blacks and
whites ought to sing Kuumbyya and eat each
other’s ethnic food, marry one another, date
and/or have children, though if two people
love one another, there is certainly nothing
wrong with it. It is not whether or not they
share neighborhoods, drive the same kinds of
cars or even fight the same causes together,
though these are all good things. The issue is
far from warm…it is very, very practical.
The real issue is not hate racism; rather, it
is about two ugly terms that we all avoid
because it has connotations that elicit only it’s
byproducts, and the terms are institutionalized
white supremacy and colonialism. In order to
understand those terms and take away the
ignorance surrounding them, we must operationally define them in such a way that both
so-called whites and blacks can not feel so
uncomfortable using the terms. This could
lead to some useful and finally, some productive dialogue that may help in some crosscultural understanding.
It is critical to understand, dear reader, that
institutionalized white supremacy has nothing
to do with white sheets, the Klan or any other
group that deals in hate. It deal with institutional hoarding of power, resources and land.
The beauty if you will, of the system, is that
no matter who “runs” it, the power remains in
the hands of the European descendents who
invented it at the inception of this country. It
has now become global white supremacy in
the fact that England, France, and other
European countries also share in this order.

Though Obama is indeed the president, we
can now see that it leads to little if any power
for us. This is not an indictment of Obama as
an “Uncle Tom” or a “traitor” because he has
never pledged any kind of allegiance to the
cause of liberation from institutional white
supremacy anyway. This is not an indictment
of the system either because ultimately, it is
doing precisely what it was founded to do;
create, maintain and expand its power base
here and ultimately abroad.
The wars America has engaged in; her
hands in the overthrow of established heads of
state in many African and Asian countries,
when they would not concede to her demands,
the entire issue of slavery and the wiping out
of the Native American is just a few of the
things America has done to maintain her
power. Now, that we have been lead to a more
“comfortable” captivity, the time has come for
us to reevaluate whether or not we who are in
this dispensation of time in 2009 are in line
with what our ancestors strove for.
It is important to remember that I am not
stressing a “go back to Africa” philosophy
rather, I am stressing that we must begin to
think nationalistically in the pockets where we
live. Is there anything wrong with controlling
the economic well-being and vitality of the
community in which you live? Is there
anything wrong with selling, buying, and
bartering with one another sometimes if not
more often, at the exclusion of those who
don’t live in our communities and neighborhoods? The editor and owner of this paper
came to the Pontiac school board with a plan
that would have possibly enhanced the entire
educational process and created a holistic
approach to a broken system that has failed
our children time and time again. It was
rejected because of past personality conflicts
and unresolved issues from the past.
The issue is that colonialism in America
has taken on a very tolerable face. It affords
you materialism, access to goods and services,
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but not radical redistributions of power that
could lead to a certain sovereignty; a certain
self determination where curriculum would be
radically transformed in our schools, richness
would turn into wealth, social mores and
norms would be reconfigured in such a way
that as other cultures practice each day, we too
would practice ours without the watchful,
parenting eye of a seemingly beneficent
oppressor. Our children are in the unenviable
position of having to discover rites of passage
that are both unhealthy, unproductive and ultimately lethal.
If our culture was reinforced through a
tight community awareness of its importance
as a resister to oppression, perhaps their pants
would automatically be back around their
waists, the lyrics to their songs would reflect
pride, dignity and some morality. They would
strive to serve the communities in which they
live because it is expected and demonstrated
by their elders.
WE can not lie blame any longer on a
system that is and has been on automatic pilot
for centuries despite its lofty rhetoric and
high-falootin talk. WE must begin to reevaluate our position on this earth and what our
goals are.
If our goal is to continue to be
without power, be pawns in political gamesmanship, victims of good oratory and catchy
slogans and be at the whim and behest of
other’s seeming generosity; to be an embarrassment to our children by showing them
daily each time we go to the store, the
cleaners, to eat, by gasoline, shop or obtain
credit that others are inherently supposed to
have that and we are to be professional
consumers, then we are right on target.
If our goal is to take our destiny by the
horns and begin the slow, laborious, unglamorous, off-camera work of self determination,
then we are woefully off course, clinging to an
overthrown ship and eating the barnacles
usually reserved for scavenger fish.
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Free Health Education Week Hosted by
Doctors’ Hospital of Michigan Dec. 7-11
PONTIAC– Doctors’ Hospital of
Michigan will host a week of free health
education events December 7 -11, 2009 for
community members.
The lectures,
presented by members of DHM’s Physician
Staff, will focus on diabetes, COPD, asthma,
prostate cancer, and sickle cell disease. All
events will be held in the Huron Dining
Room (S. Johnson St. entrance) from noon –
1:30 p.m. A light lunch and beverages will
be provided to participants.
“As a long-term healthcare provider in
Northern Oakland County, DHM’s doctors
are providing these services to the community at no charge as a way of helping the
public be proactive about their health,” said
Irma King, Director of Physician Services
for the hospital.

Have a story idea?
Call 248-758-1411
or email

Thursday, December
10th – Prostate Cancer:
Early Detection, by Dr.
Arthur
J.
Frazier,
Radiation Oncologist

The schedule will be as follows for DHM
Medical Education Week:
Monday, December 7th
– Dealing with Diabetes,
by Dr. Mohamad A.
Hatahat,
Internal
Medicine

Friday, December 11th
– Sickle Cell Anemia, by
Dr.
Pallavi
Jasti,
Hematology Oncology
Tuesday, December 8th
–
COPD
(Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease) by Dr. Avinash
Desai, Pulmonary and
Critical Care Medicine,
American Board of Sleep
Medicine
Wednesday, December
9th – Living with Adult
Asthma, by Dr. Upendra
Dhanjal, Pulmonary and
Critical Care Medicine

ThePontiacNews@sbcglobal.net

Law Offices of
CYRIL
L C.. HALL,, P.C.
Attorney And Counselor At Law

Prostate Cancer is the second most
common form of cancer in men (behind skin
cancer), and is expected to be the most
common malignancy among U.S. men this
year, according to the American Cancer
Society. It is the second biggest cancerrelated killer of males, but is highly treatable
with early detection.
The occurrence of chronic asthma
resulting in hospitalization is much higher in
African American children than in White or
Hispanic children. There is also a significant

gender gap in asthma diagnosis as evidenced
by a 30 percent higher prevalence of asthma
in adult women than adult men. (www.revolutionhealth.com)
Rising rates of diabetes are also of
concern for older Americans, and for African
American and Hispanic populations
Doctors' Hospital of Michigan (DHM),
www.dhofm.com, is accredited by The Joint
Commission and is Michigan's first physician-owned acute-care hospital with a
unified mission to deliver the highest quality,
cost-effective, and compassionate healthcare
in northern Oakland County. DHM is
Oakland County’s first hospital and is home
to a variety of health-related services
including:
An award-winner Family
Medicine Center & Residency Program, a
wide variety of Acute Medical Surgeries,
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation,
Radiation Oncology, Emergency Centers
(Pontiac and Waterford), and several outpatient clinics. In addition, DHM is home to
Euro-Peds (www.europeds.org), the first
hospital-based Intensive Pediatric Physical
Therapy program in North America

n the event that you or your loved ones, friends
and/or acquaintances find themselves in need of
legal service, do not hesitate to contact me. For
informational purposes, you should be aware that we
provide the following, but not limited to legal services.

I

1. All Personal Injury matters:
a. Automobile/Motorcycle accidents:
b. Slip and Fall accidents on private property/
businesses and other locations
c. Dog Bite: and
d. Police Brutality and Abuse/Excessive Force
2. Medical Malpractice/Nursing Home Negligence

Dr. Harry L. Riggs Building
149 Franklin Blvd
Pontiac, Michigan 48341
(Phone) 248-333-7880
(Fax) 248-333-7924

3. Contract Matters/Real Estate/Business
Transactions:
a. Automobile and Home Insurance
4. Probate Matters: Wills – Trust – Estate Planning:
and Guardianship and Conservatorship.
5. Workmen’s Compensation and Social Security
Claims.
6. All Criminal matters Felony/Misdemeanors and
Traffic.

Email: CYRILHALLLAW@SBCGLOBAL.NET
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What’s Happening In Oakland County

Patterson Points Way
Through Economic Storm
Oakland
County
Executive L. Brooks
Patterson will convene a
symposium
for
local
government leaders on how
to manage their declining
budgets during the worst
economy since the Great
L. Brooks Depression on Monday,
Patterson December 7, 2009. The
presentation will take place
8:00 a.m. to noon in the Board of
Commissioners Auditorium at 1200 North
Telegraph, Building 12 East in Pontiac.
"Oakland County is leading the way on
how to navigate through the worst economic
storm since the Great Depression," says
Patterson. "Because we have forecast several
years into the future, the county is well
prepared to ride out any potential budget
squalls that may pop up. We want to share our
knowledge with others in southeast
Michigan."
The four sessions will discuss the
economic forecast for the coming fiscal
years, potential fallout from Michigan's

money woes, the benefits of multi-year budgeting and the savings from employee benefits
and healthcare reform.
Presenters include Oakland County's
Management and Budget Director Laurie
VanPelt, Equalization Manager Dave Hieber,
Deputy County Executive Bob Daddow,
Fiscal Services Manager Tim Soave, Deputy
County Executive Jerry Poisson and Human
Resources Director Nancy Scarlet. Oakland
County Executive L. Brooks Patterson will
deliver opening remarks.
The December 7th symposium is by invitation only. Dozens of government leaders
have
confirmed
their
attendance.
Government leaders who wish to attend but
did not receive a letter of invitation may call
the Oakland County Executive's Office at
(248) 858-5452 to reserve seats.
This event also is open to the media.
Media may RSVP their attendance by calling
Pam Tremble at (248) 858-8964 or by email
at tremblep@oakgov.com.
For media
inquiries only, please contact Bill Mullan,
Media and Communications Officer, at (248)
858-1048.

Visit us online at
www.thepontiacnews.com
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What’s Happening In Lansing

Oakland Dems: Plan
Holds Auto Insurance
Companies Accountable
Plan would end unfair practices,
crack down on price gouging
On November 30,
2009 Oakland County
lawmakers were joined
by Michigan's Insurance
Consumer
Advocate
Melvin Butch Hollowell
and Senate Democrats to
announce sweeping new
consumer protections that
Melton
will force the auto insurance industry to be more accountable and
transparent. The reforms will shine a spotlight on the insurance industry's unfair
pricing practices and make insurance more
affordable by giving the Insurance
Commissioner final say over rate increases
and the power to order refunds for
consumers who were charged excessive
rates.
"Auto insurance rates in Michigan are
arbitrary and unfair to our residents and
need to be overhauled," said State
Representative Lisa Brown (D-West
Bloomfield), who sponsored the part of the
plan that prohibits insurance companies
from selling consumers' personal information. "Residents deserve to be treated fairly,
and they should not have to worry about
insurance companies exploiting their
personal information for additional profit.
This plan will bring much-needed accountability to the auto insurance industry in
Michigan."
Michigan's consumers are at the mercy

of auto insurance companies because state
law requires drivers to purchase insurance
while failing to protect them from gouging
by the industry. In Michigan, insurance
companies can arbitrarily raise rates
without prior approval from the Insurance
Commissioner. As a result, insurance
premiums have skyrocketed 69 percent
from 1989 to 2005.[1] Michigan drivers
now pay the second highest annual average
premium in the country when economic
conditions and wages are considered.[2]
"The outrageous auto insurance rates in
Michigan are hurting already overburdened
middle-class families and are simply out of
touch with the economic realities slamming
this state," said State Representative Tim
Melton (D-Pontiac), who sponsored the bill
in the package that gives consumers the
right to sue at-fault drivers for collision
damage caused to a vehicle. "The auto
insurance industry is set to rake in huge
profits at the expense of people who don't
have the means to fight insurance companies – it's time to change that."
The legislation also would require insurance companies to base insurance rates on
objective factors such as a person's driving
record as opposed to subjective factors like
credit scores, occupation and education.
Michigan's
Insurance
Consumer

See Oakland on page 11

What’s Happening In Washington

CONGRESS COMES TO THE DISTRICT

Get a great job
you’ll feel great about.

1500 University Dr.
Auburn Hills, MI 48326

www.baker.edu

(248) 340-0600
(888) 429-0410

An Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action Institution

Y6151-AH

Paul
Turner,
Congressional Liaison to
Congressman Gary Peters
has set up shop in various
cities throughout the
district. The purpose of
setting up a temporary
office is to allow
constituents the opportuGary Peters nity to come and share
their ideas, concerns or
complaints and basically communicate any
problems they have regarding issues on the
Federal Government level. It is an opportunity for people to come and actually have
their concerns reach the Congressman and
allow him and his liaisons the chance to
work on the issue, assign it to someone else
in the proper department or branch of the
Government more able to handle your particular situation in order to see the problem
resolved. Such matters could include but are
not limited to Social Security case issues,
Internal Revenue Services (IRS) concerns,
Medicare problems, Housing Urban
Development (HUD), Alcohol, Tobacco &
Firearms (ATF), Immigration and any of the
host of other departments listed under
Federal Government Departments.
Community office hours will be made
available from 10a.m. to 4 p.m. with a liaison
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dispersed to each city located within the
Congressman’s district. Office hour availability will be established on a monthly to bimonthly basis. Pontiac will be set up on a bimonthly basis at this time with the
Congressional Liaison. Other cities may
possibly receive bi-monthly services as well.
All constituents will receive the same
services no matter which city they reside in
within the district. Constituents in Pontiac
will receive the same services offered in
Troy, Auburn Hills or Rochester.
Constituents should look at this as an opportunity to come and voice their concerns that
they feel they may need assistance with
when dealing with Federal Government
issues as well as information that needs to
reach the Congressman. Some issues that
may appear to be a local or State problem
may be looked at by the Congressman if it
has a Federal Government connection. The
Congressman’s office liaison will take a look
at each issue on a case-by case basis to determine which department or individual would
be best suited to assist each constituent in
receiving an answer or a solution that will
help them.
December 9 is the final date in 2009 for
the city of Pontiac:
Submitted by Elaine Smith-Wright
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Africa - & World News

Towards Tomorrow’s Ghana
By
Richard
Obeng
borncapy@yahoo.com

Kofi Annorh
African Correspondent
Kofi provides TPN with news
about events that are happening
on the African Continent.

Mensah

The writer is the author of Persecutions is
Promotions and If You Think of Your
Opposition You Lose Your Position. He is
also the 2009 National Best Student
Author/Writer.
Children are natural mimics. They are
like their parents in spite of every attempt to
teach them good manners – Anonymous
Yesterday’s Ghana is embodied in her
history. The history of Ghana is simply great
– politically, she successfully pioneered and
championed the struggle for national liberation in Africa. In Today’s Ghana, every
attempt is being made to further champion
African excellence, especially in the political
arena. The future prospect of Ghana is starry
because she is still endowed with valuable
natural resources such as oil, timber, gold,
diamond, bauxite, manganese and cocoa.
Aside these, she can relatively boast of intel-

Ghana talks for Jubilee
at "critical stage"
Ghana's state oil company has reached a
"critical stage" in talks to acquire a stake in
the giant Jubilee oilfield from Kosmos
Energy, a source involved in the negotiations
told Reuters on Tuesday.
GNPC's interest in the prospect, part of
one of the biggest oil finds in Africa poised
to make Ghana a commercial exporter as
soon as 2010, could scuttle Exxon Mobil's
reported deal to purchase it for $4 billion.
"We are at a critical stage now and our
ability to resolve certain issues at this point
will pave the way for GNPC to proceed with
the proposals for the acquisition," the source,
a lead negotiator on the buy side, said on
condition of anonymity.
GNPC and Kosmos declined official
comment.
The source said the talks with privatelybacked Kosmos centered around a dispute
over the extent to which technical information about the Jubilee field can be passed on
to other oil companies that want to buy the
stake.
Resolving the issue will lay the groundwork for GNPC to make a proposal to buy it
itself, the source said.

Analysts have said it is common practice
for oil companies trying to sell a property to
share technical data to potential buyers, but
Ghana has said it does not want those details
to be spread around the industry.
Kosmos, which is backed by private
equity groups Blackstone Group and
Warburg Pincus, has a 30.875 percent stake
in Jubilee's West Cape Three Points block
and an 18 percent interest in the Deepwater
Tano block.
Exxon Mobil had agreed to buy Kosmos'
stake for around $4 billion, sources said in
October, after beating off competition from
western and Asian oil companies.
Despite widespread skepticism GNPC
has deep enough pockets, the state company
has repeatedly said it can buy the property on
its own and a World Bank Ghana representative said he believed that appeared true.
The Jubilee field is estimated to hold as
much as 1.8 billion barrels of oil. First
production from the field is scheduled for the
end of 2010 and output could ramp up to
150,000 barrels per day within months of
that.
Source: Reuters

Mosaic Ghana Africa

In April 2010, Mosaic Ghana Africa will lead a business development, investment
and cultural tour to Accra, Ghana in West Africa. The delegation will include various Oakland County, State of Michigan and other U.S. based executives of small,
medium, and large U.S. firms representing a variety of business sectors.
The overall focus of the trip will be commercial, cultural and investment opportunities for Oakland County, State of Michigan and other U.S. companies, including
joint ventures, presented by the continuing market liberalization and privatization
underway in this country. In Ghana briefings and one-on-one business appointments will be arranged for members of the government, business and cultural
delegation”. For information regarding this trip contact
248-758-1411 or email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net

lectuals and abundant human resources.
Lastly, over a decade now, Ghana continues
to enjoy a relative political stability. Yet the
average Ghanaian is in despair as to how
Ghana would be tomorrow. How will
Tomorrow’s Ghana be?
Today’s Ghana is the product of
Yesterday’s Ghana. Therefore, Tomorrow’s
Ghana will be dependent upon the Ghana of
Today. Suffice to say, children of Today’s
Ghana are her functional leaders and her
great positional leaders of Tomorrow’s
Ghana. It therefore goes without saying that
whether or not the future of Ghana would be
bright will highly depend on how we build
upon Today’s Ghana. Therefore, in formulating and implementing realistic policies
towards the vision of achieving excellence in
all fields of endeavor, the youth must be
borne in mind. One of the surest ways of
doing this is when persons (leaders) who
know the way, go the way and show the way,
do so in an exemplary manner.
Monuments fall, infrastructures fracture,
sound economic policies may not stand the
test of time, but character creates and
survives. It therefore follows that Ghana can
secure her gains in yesterday and today, as
well as her future prospects, for the benefit of
posterity, if her positional political leaders
and statesmen lead exemplary lifestyle, in
words and in deeds to instill the sense of
positive attitudes and character traits in the
citizenry, especially in the youth. The only
assured way of moving Ghana forward or in
the right direction props on the fact that
persons to lead Ghanaians in that direction
must rightly do so in both refined words and
admirable actions. This is because the movement in any particular direction (positive) is
not so important, but how the movement is
conducted is what matters the most. Indeed,
you may get to the Promised Land without
having what it takes to possess and use its
resources wisely. It is worth noting that if
you get yourself into any environment by
cheating, you can only survive there by
cheating, nothing less; nothing more.
Therefore, the youth in Ghana should be
shown the right way in the right way and by
the right persons. This will not only prepare
the youth to face squarely the challenges that
may threaten our growth and development in
future, but more importantly, equip them to
rightly move on with the baton. Besides,
Ghana would then be able to truly measure
her leadership because leadership is measured by succession.
People, naturally, will do what they see,
not necessarily the good things they hear.
Consequently, it is not enough for a leader to
preach the ‘Good News’ or be inspirational.
Actions worth emulating must activate the
good intentions of those sanguine words into
reality. The words of every true leader should
have the force of positively influencing his
followers to do exploit. The only way a good
leader can achieve this feat is, first, doing
what he thinks the followers must do and
then motivate them to do likewise or better,
by guarding them with his experience.
Today in Ghana, the average man seems
to have lost total confidence in our political
leaders and partisan politics. For most
people, politics is a “dirty game,” hence they
prefer to slam the door of their minds on
everything that has to do with it. Such
persons perceive politicians to be liars,
selfish, greedy, wicked, ingrate, insensitive
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and above all hypocrites! Indeed, these
lamentations are most regrettable. It is a sad
commentary, however, that the youth of
Today’s Ghana seem to be growing in a
polluted political environment. This is
because the attitude of especially some of
our political leaders leaves so much to be
desired. Their conducts most often are inconsistent with their status and their ‘Gospel’
messages. Priority on the list of their scale of
preference is needless promotion and
defense of their political agenda, which
usually do not represent national interest.
The ‘future leaders’ may therefore end up
replicating these negative conducts. We often
ignore the fact that the youth are taking after
us by listening to our comments and
watching our conducts. After 50 years of our
enviable political independence, Ghana is
still battling with political insincerity in the
form of blame games with the Government
and the minority parties being the chief
architects.
On the contrary, it is high time our political leaders accepted the fact that politics is
not a game. Even if it is dogmatically
asserted as a game, it should not be played by
anybody and anyhow! This is because
partisan politics is a serious affair that affects
mankind in all endeavors. In addition, politics is neither a business nor the pursuit of
the devil. It is a noble pursuit, which should
be undertaken by people with unadulterated
love for the country, persons with vision and
entrusted mission. Political office is certainly
not a place for political vendetta and
machismo, but only a podium and an opportunity to positively influence the Ghanaian
society to ignite the needed transformation
and the right reformation. Truly, the prospect
of Tomorrow’s Ghana should be measured
by the kind of conduct being displayed
within the political ring. As it stands now, the
story is too far from perfect. Change we
must! Without attitudinal change, any trumpeted political change is in fact changeless,
deceptive and meaningless.
To sum up, the political leaders of Ghana
must be seen to be trustworthy, candid and
fair-minded. This will not only generate the
needed trust and cooperation of Ghanaians in
building mother Ghana, but also promote
and sustain the true spirit of nationalism. We
need to see more positive character traits in
our political system from our beloved
surviving ex-presidents: Messrs J.J Rawlings
and J.A Kufour, since they are, unassailably,
our grandparents and in all respect the elders
of this great nation. On the part of His
Excellency J.E.A Mills and his team, as well
as the leaders of the various political parties,
kindly be mindful of the fact that your positive actions will speak better than your mere
words. To fellow Ghanaians, if there is any
dirt in our political system, let us help in its
clean-up crusade to achieve political sanity.
With the right attitude, time and effort, we
can deodorize and declare light into our
political system which seems to be full of
darkness. Truly, attitude is everything. I hope
our political leaders are sincerely listening to
the unpretentious words of this article. Long
live Ghana. Long live Africa! Let’s meet
another day to reason together about the state
of our great homeland, Ghana.
Source: Mensah, Richard Obeng
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Thank you for
your support

Councilman Elect Randy Carter District 4
I would like to thank everyone in District
Four for their support. I appreciate the residents of District 4 for supporting me in our
recent municipal election. I truly appreciate
Ed Badoura of Save-A-Lot food market,
Martin Palaj of the Rocket Restaurant and all

who worked tirelessly supporting my
campaign. I’ve heard the voices of the residents and I am prepared to do all I can to
make sure your voices are heard in Council
chambers.
Now that the Holiday Season is upon us,
let us take time to be thankful for what we do
have. I encourage everyone to reach out and
touch someone in our city. Many of our residents are now jobless. Some of our residents
are homeless. Quite a few of us are facing
foreclosures or increasing debt due to our
economic times. It is times like these where
we roll up our sleeves!
Let us embrace this Holiday Season with
Hope! Let’s celebrate our traditional holidays. Each day look around our neighborhood and see if there is something we can do
to make a difference in the life of our neighbors. Sometimes all is needed is a smile or
any small gesture of kindness. Maybe we
can help our seniors hang their Christmas
lights or wrap a toy for a child in need. Let
us embrace this Holiday Season with hope.
My wife and I look forward to riding
around District 4 and seeing the spectacular
display of lights. Even in these trying times,
we must persevere with our Pontiac spirit!
In this season of plenty, we indeed have a lot
to be thankful for. So, once again, we thank
you for your support and on behalf my wife
Brenda and the entire Carter Household, we
wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a
most prosperous New Year!

LAW OFFICE OF
DARRYL P. MITCHELL
Attorney and Counselor at Law
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Carter's Custom
Communication
877-537-4920 • 248-920-0331 Fax
P.O. Box 210802 • Auburn Hills, Michigan 48321
services@carterscusco.com • www.carterscusco.com

We specialize in
website construction,
printing, photography
and all your media
related needs.

Count on Carter's Custom Communication
for your media needs.

Ask us about our
$399.00 website special

LARRY JONES
CPA

“Experience you can trust.”
Dr. Harry L. Riggs Building
149 Franklin Blvd
Pontiac, MI 48341
Dr. Harry L.
Riggs Building
149 Franklin Blvd.
Pontiac, MI 48341

(248) 333-7414

Office 248-333-0220 • Home 248-454-0762
Fax 248-333-7924 • Email - DPMlegal@aol.com
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Educational Matters

Education's Disregard for At-Risk Students
Chapter One, Data Be Damned

Continued from last issue of TPN
By Siegfried Engelmann
In summary, the problem is this:
The educational system fails because it has a
disregard for data. This disregard is nearly
universal, even among those who cite data.
The field's nonscientific stance pre-empts it
from shaping educational practices by using
the techniques that characterize scientific or
systematic endeavors.
The solution is implied by the problem:
Install people who respect and understand
data. In other words, put the kids first and use
data on their performance as the ultimate
yardstick of what actually works.
Beginning in the 1960s policy makers
identified the failure of schools to teach at-risk
students and have introduced various reforms,
each designed to solve the problem, but each a
fairly thorough failure. The failure of the
educational system was not that research did
not identify what works in teaching at-risk
students, but that the facts of what works were
not disseminated because they were not
compatible with the educational policy
makers beliefs and prejudices. Because of
policymakers' refusal to face facts, but instead
to use their power to distort the facts, millions
of children who became school failures and
failures as citizens could have succeeded in
school. The tactics that policy makers used are
illustrated most emphatically by the history of
compensatory education for disadvantaged
children.
Project Follow Through
Not all the policy making in the 60s was
naïve. The Office of Education and the Office
of Equal Opportunity performed a landmark
study that showed that one approach significantly outperformed others in grades K
through 3. The study began in 1968 as the
largest educational experiment ever
conducted, although it is all but unknown
among educators-Project Follow Throughwhich involved over 500,000 students in more
than 180 communities. Originally conceived
as part of President Lyndon Johnson's War on
Poverty, Follow Through was intended to
maintain the gains that were achieved in Head
Start (although there were no real gains). It
was designed as a "horserace" among various
models of instruction and was billed as the
definitive experiment of what works best in
teaching disadvantaged children in the
primary grades. Eighteen different sponsors of
educational approaches were selected by the
Office of Education. Local community parent
groups each selected one of these models to
be implemented in their neighborhood
schools.
The evaluation of Follow Through
occurred in 1976, after the various sponsors
had enough time to implement their models in
participating sites. The project was evaluated
by two independent agencies, Stanford
Research Institute and Abt Associates.
“One model, Direct Instruction, was the
overwhelming winner. It not only taught a
larger number of students than any other
model (over 100,000), it also served the
largest number of communities (20). Of the 18
models, DI achieved the highest scores in all
academic areas and resulted in children that
had the most positive self-images. The DI

model's third graders achieved first place in
reading, math, spelling, and language. DI
placed first in urban communities and first in
rural areas, first with blacks, non-English
speaking children, and Native Americans. DI
was also first with non-poverty students that
were included in Follow Through.”
Data Suppressed
With such data support, the outcome of the
"horserace" would seem to be unquestioned.
But not in education, as bussing and Head
Start illustrate. Policy makers applied the
same data-be-dammed approach to the Follow
Through results that they did to Head Start
and Bussing. They ignore, or reject data that is
not consistent with their prejudices.
In 1976 the final report on Follow Through
was released. It contained no information
about individual models. Instead, it concluded
that Follow Through failed, and therefore that
compensatory education failed. No winners
were recognized and no losers were identified. The reason was that all the approaches
that had been strongly endorsed by districts,
foundations, and the educational press had
failed.
The suppression of the Follow Through
data on different models was spearheaded by
the Ford Foundation. Follow Through models
based on the Ford Foundations philosophy
performed below the level of the children who
received no Follow Through. The foundation
hired Ernest House and Gene Glass to critique
the embarrassing results, which were scheduled to be disseminated by the National
Institute of Education (NIE). The NIE report
showed performance by model, leaving little
doubt about the poor performance of sponsors
who focused on discovery learning, childcentered practices, and programs that
followed Piaget's logic of lavishly using
manipulatives to progress from the concrete to
the abstract.
More Poor Reasoning
The Glass-House critique was published in
1978 in the Harvard Educational Review and
was widely read. The main argument for
discrediting the Office of Education evaluation was what amounted to a simple philosophical assertion that sponsors should not be
compared. So in effect, the ultimate implication was that Follow Through should not have
occurred because its goal was to provide
comparative data about what works best.
In addition to the Glass-House critique of
Follow Through, Gene Glass wrote an appeal
to NIE, indicating why the results of Follow
Through should not be disseminated. He actually argued against evaluations that presented
empirical evidence. He urged NIE to replace
such studies with "Those emphasizing an
ethnographic, principally descriptive casestudy approach to enable informed choice by
those involved in the program.
"NIE accepted the arguments for not
presenting data by model and released no
comparative data, simply a statement about
the aggregate performance of the models. The
aggregate performance was terrible; Follow
Through failed. On the whole, Follow
Through students did not perform better than
(or in some cases, as well as) those who did
not participate in Follow Through but went
through traditional Title 1 programs.
In the end, all the Follow Through models
were "validated," so the status quo was maintained. If policy makers wanted to believe that

inducing positive self-images would make
children feel more capable of learning,
nothing could contradict this fantasy. In the
same way, the policy makers could continue
to believe in instruction based on student
choice, extensive parent involvement,
discovery learning, and reading through sightword methods, they could do so with a clear
conscious. The data barrier had been
removed.
Today's Myths
Thirty years later, models that were egregious failures in Follow Through are popular,
particularly High/Scope, an early-childhood
program that had achievement levels in
reading, math, and language significantly
lower than those of comparable children who
did not participate in Follow Through. The
average third grader in this program read at
the first grade level.
The suppression of Follow Through data
underscores the extent to which educators
redefine problems and eschew data. Head
Start, Title 1, and Follow Through were
prompted by facts about performance in the
form of empirical data. If empirical evidence
is used to identify the problem, empirical
evidence is needed to show the extent to
which the problem has been solved. Also, if
empirical data is used to determine that the
aggregate of the Follow Through models
failed, why wouldn't it be used to identify the
performance of the individual sponsors that
contributed to the overall failure?What
happened in Follow Through provides
evidence that when facts are pitted against
educational prejudices about what should
work, prejudices prevail. Political power
proved to be a lot more powerful than black
power. In 2002, an informal survey of school
and district administrators disclosed that less
than half of them had ever heard of Direct
Instruction model, and less than one tenth of
them ever heard of Project Follow Through.
College classes on public policy, such as
that conducted by Gary Klass at Illinois State
University, address American Education
Policy and the history of attempts to identify
what works with at-risk students. But history
has been altered by educational policy
makers. All the high-profile studies are there,
but not Follow Through or Direct Instruction.
For instance, Klass's unit provides a good
synopsis of the Coleman Report, the failure of
Bussing and Head Start, and the other major
developments that led to policy change.
However, Follow Through is completely
missing from the outline. The only thing it has
to say about compensatory education (which
is what Follow Through addressed) is:
∑ "Compensatory education program
show no effect"
(lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos232 [class notes,
American Education: "What Works"]).
Interestingly, the outline contains some
information about what Klass believes works.
It lists questionable correlates like wearing
uniforms. It also identifies one study that
followed up 66 students who went through a
preschool program. The suggested benefit of
this program is that it resulted in less crime
and fewer special-education assignments. The
preschool program was High/Scope, a
complete failure in Follow Through. The
follow-up study Klass cites was not rigorous
in design and the claims have been extensively contradicted by more sophisticated
studies. Even more outrageous is that the
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Follow Through study had over 500,000
students, which is 7576 times the number in
the High/Scope study.
So political forces in education are able to
change history and shape reality not only of
the unsophisticated public, but of historians as
well. These political forces distort both sides
of the truth by discrediting success and
making failure look like success. Rather than
using data that addresses the problem, the
political forces in education prefer what they
call ethnographic, case-history data, which
amounts to little more than anecdotal
accounts, with no clear rules about how to use
them. Do we judge a program to be better than
another if it has more anecdotes or if it has
"more convincing" anecdotes? Or do we
simply count them? It certainly would not be
very fair for a model that serves 100,000 children to be judged better than a model serving
5,000 children because the larger model has
more "good anecdotes." And wouldn't it be
reasonable to secure anecdotes from all the
students? (How much do you like math? How
good are you at math? Etc.)
Current Trends
The disregard for data provided by the
history of compensatory education is the rule,
not the exception, in education. The National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
may hold the title of promoting the most paradoxical anti-scientific and anti-intellectual
practices. The NCTM formally rejected
empirical studies that showed the effects of
different teaching methods. Its basis for this
rejection: "The results were disappointing."
Imagine an organization that is supposed to
understand math, which includes statistics,
asserts in effect that mathematical truth is
falsity.
The NCTM has supported a long list of
failed practices. At the top of the list is
"discovery learning." It doesn't seem to matter
how many times or how thoroughly empirical
evidence shows that this practice is ineffective.
The NCTM is not the only professional
organization of educators that promotes unscientific notions. Its cousin, the National
Council of Teachers of English, has staunchly
supported failed practices such as the Whole
Language approach to teaching reading, an
unsystematic approach that liberally uses
"literature" to teach reading in the beginning
grades. These practices and others the NCTE
has promoted have been shown to be ineffective, particularly with at-risk populations.
Several Follow Through models used a
version of Whole Language. They completely
failed.
The International Reading Association
(IRA) has an almost unblemished record of
promoting approaches that have no evidential
base. In general, the IRA supports the mottoes
of progressive education, such as John
Dewey's notion of "Learn by doing and do by
doing," which disdain systematic preparation
in subjects like reading and instead simply
introduce reading, with the idea that children
would learn to read if they read.
The IRA endorses Whole Language. It
argues that language is learned naturally
through interactions that are not highly structured. Reading is language. Therefore, reading
should be learned through the same kind of

See Education on page 13
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Senior Citizens Matters

Medicare prescription
Hunting Season
November 15 – December 31, 2009
By Rufus Gaston , Social Security Public
Affairs Specialist in Metropolitan Detroit
Hunting season is upon us; time to set
your target for the Medicare prescription
drug plan that’s best for you.
Newly eligible Medicare beneficiaries,
and current beneficiaries who are considering changes to their Medicare Part D plan,
should mark their calendars for November
15. The “open season” will run from
November 15 to December 31.
The Medicare Part D prescription drug
program is available to all Medicare beneficiaries to help with the costs of medications.
Joining a Medicare prescription drug plan is
voluntary, and participants pay an additional
monthly premium for the coverage.
While all Medicare beneficiaries can
participate in the prescription drug program,
some people with limited income and
resources also are eligible for “extra help” to
pay for monthly premiums, annual
deductibles, and prescription co-payments.
The extra help is worth an average of $3,900
per year.
To figure out whether you are eligible
for the extra help, Social Security needs to
know your income and the value of any
savings, investments, and real estate (other
than the home you live in). To qualify, you
must be receiving Medicare and also have:
• Income limited to $16,245 for an individual or $21,855 for a married couple living
together. Even if your annual income is
higher, you still may be able to get some help
with monthly premiums, annual deductibles,
and prescription co-payments. Some examples where your income may be higher

include if you or your spouse:
- Support other family members who live
with you;
- Have earnings from work and
• Resources limited to $12,510 for an
individual or $25,010 for a married couple
living together. Resources include such
things as bank accounts, stocks, and bonds.
We do not count your house or car as
resources.
You can complete an easy-to-use online
application for the extra help at
www.socialsecurity.gov. Click on Medicare
on the top right side of the page. Then click
on “Apply for help with Medicare prescription drug plan costs.” To apply for the extra
help by phone or have an application mailed
to you, call Social Security at 1-800-7721213 (TTY 1-800-325-0778) and ask for the
Application for Help with Medicare
Prescription Drug Plan Costs (SSA-1020).
Or go to your nearest Social Security office.
And if you would like more information
about the Medicare Part D Prescription Drug
Program itself, visit www.medicare.gov or
call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227;
TTY 1-877-486-2048).
So this open season, hunt for something
that could put $3,900 in your pocket — bag
the best Medicare prescription drug plan for
you and see if you qualify for the extra help
through Social Security.
Rufus Gaston
Public Affairs Specialist
Metropolitan Detroit
Social Security Administration
477 Michigan Avenue, Suite 1550
Detroit, MI 48226
(313) 226-6727 (313) 226-4663
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Oakland from page 5
Advocate reports that this practice is so out
of hand that a driver with a drunk driving
conviction but a high credit score can actually get a lower insurance rate in Michigan
than an excellent driver with a low score.
"Michigan needs to shine a spotlight of
transparency on the unfair way that insurance companies set rates," Hollowell said.
"No one should be charged excessive and
unfair rates for auto insurance because they
didn't have the opportunity to go to college,
or their credit takes a hit because they lost
their job in a bad economy."
The Oakland County lawmakers' plan
includes:
• Strengthening the Michigan Insurance
Commissioner's role by broadening the
office's power to deny excessive rate
increases and order refunds for consumers
who are charged excessively high rates.
•
Requiring
the
Insurance
Commissioner's approval before rate
increases take effect.
• Prohibiting rate increases on good
drivers who are not at fault in accidents.
• Making it illegal for insurance companies to use subjective factors such as a
driver's occupation, education level or
credit history to deny coverage or set rates.
• Prohibiting insurance companies from
selling consumers' personal information
without their consent.
• Prohibiting Insurance Commissioners
from going to work for an insurance
company within two years of leaving
office; and
• Creating a low-cost insurance pilot
program for qualifying low-income residents with good driving records.
"Because Michigan requires residents to
have auto insurance, we must have quality
coverage that is affordable for everyone,"
said State Representative Ellen Cogen
Lipton (D-Huntington Woods), who sponsored the part of the plan that allows the
Insurance Commissioner to deny excessive
rate increases. "In these tough times, we

can't leave people vulnerable to discriminatory rate hikes. It's time that people have
the tools needed to hold insurance companies accountable."
State Representative Marie Donigan (DRoyal Oak) said: "Good drivers should not
be victims of sky-high insurance rates just
because they lost their job or didn't go to
college. Auto insurance hikes in Michigan
have proven time and again to be little more
than arbitrary money-grabs intended to pad
the bottom lines of insurance companies at
the expense of consumers. With our plan,
insurance companies that treat people fairly
have nothing to fear."
State Representative Vincent Gregory
(D-Southfield) said: "Without these
reforms auto insurance companies will
continue to raise rates whenever they want,
forcing Michigan drivers to pay even more
at a time when they can least afford it. This
plan protects residents from excessive rates
and will help ensure low-income Michigan
drivers can afford quality insurance."
State Senator Gilda Z. Jacobs (DHuntington Woods) said: "Michigan
consumers already pay astronomical rates
for their insurance with citizens living in
our urban areas paying the highest in the
nation. All Michigan citizens deserve fair
and affordable insurance rates, and the
practice of basing these rates on a person's
education level or credit score while giving
less weight to a good driving record is
hardly fair."
State Senator Glenn S. Anderson (DWestland) said: "We should not tolerate
insurance companies who take advantage
of their clients simply to pad their own
coffers. This reform plan will require insurance companies to provide the services
their clients expect when they sign a
contract, halt rapidly increasing rates, help
end unfair practices and show consumers
that the law is on their side."
For
more
information,
visit
www.StopUnfairInsurance.com.

CIENA
HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT, INC.
If you're recovering from surgery, illness or an injury,
you may need skilled nursing beyond the hospital.
That's where you'll find our scope of services is well suited.
Our services include but are not limited to:
24 Hour Skilled Nursing Care
24 Hour Licensed Nurse Care • Restorative Programs
Physical, Occupational, & Speech Therapy
Care Plan Meetings • Wound Care
• Pre-admission Assessments and Individualized
Treatment Planning

For more information please call. Golden Oaks Nursing and Rehab Center,
1200 N. Telegraph -Bldg 32, Pontiac, Mi 48341, (248) 858-1415
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Voices in the Community

Juggling The
Commitments of
Work-Family Life
By Brenda Washington
Brenda Washington,
A.A., B.A., M.S.W.,
L.M.S.W., A.C.S.W is a
state of Michigan
licensed clinical social
worker, psychotherapist, and consultant.
She provides counseling, support and
Brenda
coaching services to
Washington individuals
and
couples; critical incident debriefing, stress
management and training to businesses,
organizations and groups. She is President
and owner of Brookside Services, PLLC.
You may contact her at: brooksideservices@sbcglobal.net
Most people would agree that often it
feels as if we could use a couple of extra
hours in the day. In Lifebalance authors
Linda and Richard Eyre use a triangle
(SELF-FAMILY-WORK) to illustrate how to
maintain a balance in your life so you have
time and energy for yourself, your family,
and work. In their book they explain, “Each
of the triangle corners balances the other
two, and also draws from the other two. The
way we build and develop and enjoy
ourselves is through our work and our families. We try to teach families the work and
skills of achievement and the respect of self
and individuality. And our work and careers
are for our families and the fulfillment of self
and contributions to others. The danger lies
not so much in forgetting that all three are
important but in letting other, less important
things get ahead of them or in allowing them
to get out of balance with each other”. While
it is important to perform our duties well,
spending too much time on one thing, other
things suffer. For example: Focus too much

on family, work and self get neglected; focus
too much on work, family and self get
neglected; focus too much on the self, work
and family get neglected.
In order to be the best you can be at
anything you first must take care of yourself.
Begin by asking yourself what really matters
most to you. If you could imagine yourself
unemployed, single, and without children.
In other words without other extraneous
commitments, what would you do with your
time? Now just do it! Make the time.
Quality is more important than quantity.
There is something known as the Pareto
Principle which is based on the principle that
if you invest 20 percent of quality time you
can receive 80 percent benefit. Do you like
tennis, want to learn chess, golf, and yoga or
just want to take time some quiet time to do
nothing. Do it. Don’t feel guilty.
Family life can be tricky. Everybody
must get involved. This requires the family
to sit down with paper and pencil and map
out responsibilities and chores. It may sound
corny but the best functioning families have
a system of order and reciprocity. Reward
yourself and recognize children for keeping
up with their responsibilities. When duties
are shared that frees everyone up for time to
do something fun. In these lean days and
times fun night could be a movie rental and
popcorn popped the old fashioned way.
For most people work have more parameters. You have to do what you have to do to
keep the money coming in these days. Just
be careful not to spend more hours at work
than needed. Leave your duties physically,
mentally and emotionally at work. Believe
me they will be waiting for you when you
return. If you are having trouble working
compulsively you may contact workaholics
Anonymous at www.workaholics-anonymous.org or call (510) 273-9253.

Ask Elaine.com
By Elaine Smith-Wright
Mrs. Smith-Wright started out as a Mass
Communications major at Oakland University and now
holds a B.A. degree in Nursing Home Administration and
the Certificate of Gerontology and Sociology of the Aging
from Wiley College along with a MBA Degree from East
Texas Baptist University in Management. She also holds a
Certificate in Filmmaking, Screenwriting and Directing
from the Motion Picture Institute of Michigan.

My Dad’s Old and Lonely
Dear Elaine:
After my mother passed away my brothers and sisters were thinking about putting my
father in a nursing home. I made a case for my father against it because there is nothing
wrong with him. He reminds me a lot of the man that plays the father Martin Crane on the
television show ‘Frasier’. There is nothing wrong with his mind and he can get around and
do what ever it is he wants to do. We just didn’t want him to live alone anymore because he
is in his early 80’s and one time he fell and didn’t have any help to get up so he was left on
his own. Fortunately when he was found the next day he didn’t have any broken bones but
he did sprain his ankle. After this incident I decided that one of us needed to take him in.
No one volunteered so I did. My dad is no problem. He cooks for himself if he’s hungry
and his eyesight is fine but he just sits at home and watches TV most of the time. He goes
to church but other than that he doesn’t have much of a social life. I would like for him to
go to the local Senior Center and that way he could meet other people and have some fun.
He thinks I’m trying to take him to a nursing home and I’m not. What can I do to help him?
Signed, My Dad’s Old and Lonely
Dear My DOL:
I commend you for taking your father in. As you stated, no one wanted that responsibility except you. When I took my mom in after she had a stroke, people used to tell me all
the time that the Lord would bless me for doing it. I told them that I didn’t do it for that
reason but rather because I loved her. Of course I also told them that I had five other sisters
and we had decided that each one of us would take turns taking care of our mother so that
no one would get burned out because she needed quite a bit of care. Unfortunately you
don’t have that luxury and your father is quite capable of actually taking care of himself
right now. What’s going to happen when he gets older and if he gets sick or becomes unable
to get around anymore? Who will take care of him then? Will you be able to do for him as
you do now? That may be something that you will need to think about but for now concentrate on trying to get him out of the house and get more exercise. Perhaps an Adult Day
Care or that senior activity center would be a good idea. See if any of his old friends or
church members are going there already who can talk him into trying it out for at least a
week. You could also see if transportation is available so that they could pick him up. A lot
of people look forward to going out, having an activity and a meal and then coming home.
It makes them feel like they have somewhere to go and something to do. A lot of those
places also take a lot of field trips. Convince him that he is still active enough to get out and
do more. Find out what he likes to do and find a way to help him do it.
Good Luck!
You can write to Ask Elaine.Com at: ThePontiacNews@sbcglobal.net

Kenneth R. Burch, Sr. P.C. Attorney At Law
PERSONAL INJURY
Auto and Truck Accidents • All accident and serious injuries
Wrongful Death Cases • Medical Malpractice • Premises Liability
Office - 248-338-1242 • Fax – 248-338-1051
Email – kenburch@kenburch.com
149 Franklin Boulevard, Pontiac, MI 48341
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Sports

Looking back before stepping into 2010

By Ray Wright
Pontiac High “Phoenix” Football Team
I haven’t written an
article
since
Halloween, but hate it
or not, I remember
Saturday,
1pm,
October 31 2009,
began with a ‘scary’
weather combination
in Pontiac MI. A pneumonia mix of warm
rain burst, periodic dry
Ray Wright
cold,
then,
rain
outbursts again throughout three quarters of
pain staking, regional high school football!
It was the visiting Eagles of Utica
Eisenhower, vs. hosting (first the first time
since 99’) the Pontiac HS Phoenix, in an
OAA Div I first rounder!
An outstanding game for Eagles QB #21
Tony Zerafa, who ran for two TD’s, and
threw for one, while RB #3 Jack Sauber
rambled all day long and scored, along with
QB#15 Brandon Bartneck running for a TD,

Education from page 10
casual interactions that succeed with language
learning. It doesn't work.
Science Organizations
Opposed to Science
Some of the more ironic rejections of data
and science come from organizations that
serve science teachers. An example is the
National Science Teachers Association, which
has a membership of 55,000 science professionals including science and math teachers.
Although the association recognizes science
in other fields, it does not apply scientific
principles or logic to the teaching of science.
This unusual prejudice was revealed in 2004
when California delivered a serious blow to
one of the organization's sacred cowsteaching science through heavy doses of
hands-on experiments. One of the criteria
California proposed for evaluating K-6
science instructional materials limited the
amount of "hands-on" activities. "Comprising
no more than 20 to 25 percent of science
instructional time."
This limitation is reasonable because there
is no empirical evidence that a heavy diet of
hands-on activities is a worthwhile use of
time, particularly for at-risk populations. The
use of hands-on activities is based on problematic theories about how children learn.
According to the theories, work with manipulative or hands-on material is supposed to be
the basis for children internalizing the content
and formulating concepts. The primary exponent of this philosophy was Jean Piaget. In
Follow Through, four models applied Piaget's
principles in their design. All of these models
failed.
A curious response to the proposed
California criteria came in the form of a letter
to each state board member, with carbons to
everyone from the Secretary of Education to
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, pleading
the case for hands-on material. The response
was curious because it was signed not only by
the executive director of the National Science
Teachers Association, but also by the president of the National Academy of Sciences, Dr.
Bruce Alberts. Understand that the Academy
is among the most prestigious organizations in
the world, composed exclusively of the most
distinguished scientists in each field. A scien-

to end the season for the Phoenix. Final 35-7
Eagles!
To all Phoenix football seniors, I say
“Thank you”! For all of the hard work and all
of the excitement you gave this city this
season. You gave Pontiac a breath of fresh
air, when it was choking on bad politics,
tough economic times, kidnapping, murders,
lay-offs, and despair, the likes of which
Pontiac has never seen.
To Jon & Reonta McKnight, Robert
Dooooooley,’jarring’ Jabari Martin, Martez
Shelton, Miguel Rosario, Joseph Burks,
Demarko Etchen, Dominique Shaw, Jorge
Perla, Brandon Butler, ‘Mr. Butkus’ Keonta
Hollis, Jahmal Wilson, Eddie Hall, Mekos
Grady, DeMitri Findley, Anthony Smith,
Jaron Craggette, Michael Magee, Travontay
Smith, and Kenmonte Stanley! I hope your
parents are as proud of you as this writer is!
Thanks for making 2009 a bit more bearable!!
The good news is most of the guys, like
Jon Steed, ‘The Mighty Ant’ Anthony
Adams, Mario Burkett, ‘dancing master’
Reggie Washington, Mike Elzy, and others

will be back, so Coach Greg Ganfield has
plenty to work with and Pontiac will have
plenty to cheer for in 2010!!

tist doesn't simply "join" the academy.
Membership is through invitation only.
So this response from such a prestigious
group should carry the emphatic sanction of
the science community and should be based
on carefully reasoned research evidence and
sound logic. In fact, the response was not only
naïve, but was largely based on anti-scientific
reasoning.
In response to the criterion that limited use
of hands-on approaches, the petitioners stated,
"teachers need to be able to make the decision
about which instructional strategy will best
teach a particular concept if a teacher needs to
present the concept through instruction that is
50 or 75 percent hands-on, the teacher must
have the flexibility, and the resources to do
so." The idea that teachers know which
instructional strategy will best teach a particular concept is richly contradicted by
research. It is scientifically illogical. If
teachers make independent decisions about
what's best, the effectiveness of the outcomes
will tend to follow a normal distribution
curve. On such a curve only a small but arbitrary percentage (possibly 5%) will identify or
create what is best (based on performance of
children). The rest will range from second
best to Nth best. So the slogan and the
assumption that the "average teacher" will
identify what's best, is fanciful. Consider the
un-addressed question. If a teacher fails to
teach content that has been demonstrated to be
teachable, how can the teacher "know best"?
The petitioners used the "teacher knows
best" argument to discredit another California
criterion. They wrote, "Teachers are the
experts in how and when to teach particular
materials, not textbook publishers. The criterion denigrates the ability of teachers to exercise their judgment about how best to meet the
needs of their students." The rhetoric may be
appealing but is quite antiscientific. Of the
Follow Through models, the Direct
Instruction model provided the greatest
amount of control over what the teachers did
and exactly how they did it. This model
produced the best results. So the same teacher
who would fail with "teacher-choice practices" would be able to succeed with the practices and sequences specified by Direct
Instruction programs, even though the decisions about what to do or how to do it were
dictated by the program, not the teacher's intu-

ition.
The petitioners' final attack challenges
whether Direct Instruction is superior to other
approaches. "There is no research to suggest
that Direct Instruction is superior to any other
instructional strategies." According to this
assessment, not only had Follow Through
been erased from the record; so had more than
50 other studies involving Direct Instruction
in a variety of content areas. For example, a
school in Baltimore was the lowest and most
notorious school in the district when it initiated the Direct Instruction model in 1997. The
school was City Springs Elementary, and its
ranking was 117th of 117 elementary schools.
In 2003, City Springs ranked overall first in
the district. A transformation of this magnitude has never been recorded by any other
approach.
More relevant to science instruction was a
comparison of middle school students who
were taught the basic principles of chemistry
and energy. One group was composed of
failed students in a special class. The other
group consisted of advanced-placement
students. The students in a special class went
through a Direct Instruction program. The
advanced-placement students went through a
more traditional, experimental approach. On a
posttest that presented items and problems
involving basic principles of chemistry and
energy, the failed students performed as well
as the AP students.
Although Alberts's motives in protesting
hands-on instruction are not known, a possibility is that the National Science Teachers
Association promotes a program that Alberts
originated, City Science. The program is
expressly designed for teaching science to
"urban students" in elementary school and
beyond, and the program is clearly based on
the philosophy of hands-on manipulations. It
is apparently well intentioned but presents no
empirical data to suggest that this approach is
successful in improving student performance,
or that it would perform as well as a Direct
Instruction approach.

The Detroit Pistons
The Detroit Pistons started 5-11 before
ending a seven game losing streak, defeating
‘league leading’ Atlanta on Sunday,
November 29th, 94-88. Think about this! Rip
Hamilton was scoring 25 ppg and Chicago
transplant Ben Gordon 19 ppg, before both
went down with injuries. Paired with teammates Rodney Stuckey, Will Bynum, and
returning vet Chucky Atkins, Detroit could
have the most explosive back court tandem
in the league. Big Ben is back, and in 16
games has over 22 assist, 18 steals and 20
plus blocks! The extended playing time that
the new Pistons are getting while Tayshawn
Prince is down, could end up, as CEO of
Palace Sports & Entertainment Tom Wilson
says, “being a blessing in disguise”! Details
at 11 on that one!
The Detroit Lions
After 11 games, rookie QB Matt Stafford

Conventional Wisdom Prevails
The fact that non-scientific reasoning and
rejection of data extend to science organizations implies that education is fundamentally
different from other enterprises, in which
decisions are not circumscribed by data or

A POSITIVE NEWS SOURCE WITH A LOCAL FLAVOR

has averaged 2 int’s since the pre-season! It’s
a wonder the Lions have won the two games
they have! His teammates and the fans are
made to suffer, while rookie head coach Jim
Schwartz and Lion’s management are
‘staying the course’! The dominate Detroit
media can play this guy up as ‘Captain
Comeback’ if they choose, however, is
anyone thinking of the other Lion players,
sacrificing potential games they could’ve
won, in order to spare this rookie’s ‘feelings’?
What about the fans? Out of 11 games,
most were winnable, but five int’s in one
game and four on Thanksgiving Day, at
home, in front of a national audience, is a bit
much even for the loyal Lions fans to
swallow!!
Well here comes the New Year! I hope I’ll
see you at Pontiac Middle School, Pontiac
High School, or at Country Day HS, for the
Motor City Roundball Classic in December,
but if I don’t, diabetics, don’t eat or drink too
much, don’t drink and drive, and have a
wonderful Christmas and New Years
holiday!! TTFN!!
shaped by logic. The fact that policy makers
hold degrees, and show all the signs of being
well educated and well intentioned provides
absolutely no guarantee that what they recommend will be based on evidence of effectiveness or any knowledge of what works.
Certainly not every decision maker in education is a bozo. The problem is that there are
few clues from what they argue or how they
argue that suggest whether what they embrace
is ethereal or solid.
According to Grover Whitehurst, Director
of the Institute of Education Sciences,
Assistant Secretary of Education, only about
10% of current educational decisions are
based on evidence of effectiveness. That
means that the probability is about 10 to 1 that
the opinions of randomly selected educational
decision makers, whether they are in charitable foundations, schools, or state governments, is based on folk psychology and "traditional wisdom." Opinions of these people are
not the stuff from which productive educational reform will emerge. If we are
committed to serious educational reform,
particularly for at-risk populations, the first
step we must take is to recognize that educational decision makers lack the skill, knowledge, and respect for data that the task
demands. They are probably uninformed
about what actually occurs in classrooms of
urban schools, and they probably hold strong
antiscientific beliefs that lead to poor judgments about what is "best for the children."
They are not the sole cause of the problems,
but they certainly are not the hope for the
solution, so long as they remain uninformed.
In summary, the problem is this:
The educational system fails because it has
a disregard for data. This disregard is nearly
universal, even among those who cite data.
The field's nonscientific stance pre-empts it
from shaping educational practices by using
the techniques that characterize scientific or
systematic endeavors.
The solution is implied by the problem:
Install people who respect and understand
data.
In other words, put the kids first and use
data on their performance as the ultimate
yardstick of what actually works.
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Looking for a Job? Looking for Employees?
Give us a Call 248.276.1777

JobLink is a One-Stop Service Center
Employers and job seekers alike can come
to the JobLink Service Center and find:
9 Employment Services/Job Seekers
x Labor Market Information
x Resume Writing Software and Preparation
x Workshop Classes
x Michigan Talent Bank Website
x Career Training
9 Business Services/Employers
x Advertising job openings on Michigan Talent Bank Website
x Pre-screening and Assessment
x Recruiting Qualified Applicants
x Interview Space
x On-site Job Fair
The above services are provided at no cost to Employers and Job Seekers

JobLink Service Center
1847 North Perry, Pontiac, MI 48340
TYY 800.649.3777 x Operated by Oakland Schools
x Funded by Oakland County Workforce Development Board
x MDLEG x EEOE x Michigan Works! Agency
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Community Calendar

December Events at
The Palace of Auburn Hills

Pontiac – Waterford Elks Host of
Basketball Free throw Shooting Contest
Pontiac-Waterford B.P.O.E. Elks 810 is hosting a basketball free throw
contest called Hoop Shoot on Saturday December 5, 2009 at 1:00
p.m. at the Mason Middle School Gym 3835 W. Walton Waterford
Mi. 48329 . This contest is opened to all boys and girls ages 8-13.
There are no entry or spectator fees. Winners have a chance to compete
in a national event sponsored by the Elks. Call Mike Lowe at 248-318-5340 for info
and visit www.elks.org/hoopshoot.cfm for additional info.

4 Friday PISTONS -v. Milwaukee Bucks, 8:00 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
6 Sunday PISTONS v. Washington Wizards, 6:00 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
10 Thursday PISTONS - v. Denver Nuggets, 7:30 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.

2009 Holiday Extravaganza
Friday, December 4th at 6:30 p.m:
It’s that time of year for the 2009 Holiday Extravaganza in downtown Pontiac. The communities of Auburn
Hills, Pontiac, Waterford, and White Lake will once again join together to host the event.
The festivities will begin with a Tree Lighting Ceremony at the corner of Saginaw and Huron followed by
Community Caroling at the First Presbyterian Church on Friday, December 4th at 6:30 p.m. OLHSA’s Head
Start Program, Owen Elementary and Will Rogers Elementary choirs will lead the singing.
Saturday, December 5th
New to the festivities this year are The Gallery of Ice and a Petting Farm. Both will be held from 8:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. on Saturday, December 5th at the corner of Saginaw and Huron. Vote for your favorite ice design and
drop off your ballot to any hot chocolate station or the stage by 11:00 a.m.
A Children’s WinterArt Center will also be held during this time at 14 W. Huron Street where kids can make
crafts, have their face painted and snack on yummy holiday treats. Little princesses can also get their hair done
and receive a sparkling tiara from one of Tea Party Castle’s singing princesses.
The Holiday Parade will begin at 11:00 a.m. It will take place on Huron (M-59) east from State Street to
Saginaw to the Phoenix Center. This is the largest parade yet with over 120 costume characters and community
entries participating in the parade along with several professional floats from The Parade Company. Free hot
cocoa stations will be set-up at several locations along the route. A Cool Cash Drawing with ten different prizes
will be held for the first time as well. The community is encouraged to participate by dropping off their entry
form, found on any Holiday Extravaganza general flyer, to any hot chocolate station or the stage by 11:00 a.m.
Winners will be selected at the end of the parade.
Genisys Credit Union is pleased to be a presenting sponsor along with Michigan Works and would like to
thank everyone who has helped make this year’s Holiday Extravaganza possible. A special thanks to the
Corporate Sponsors: AXIS Creative, Bank of America, Buffalo Wild Wings, The EGT Group, Inc., Downtown
Pontiac DDA, Health Plus, The Historic Eagle Theater, Lee Industrial, Main Street Oakland County, The
Oakland Press, OLHSA, POH Regional Medical Center, and Radio Disney AM 910; the Prime Sponsors: AAA
of Michigan, Baker College, Blitz Marketing, Doctors Hospital of Michigan, First Student, Goldner Walsh
Garden & Home, Gordon Food Service, Huttenlocher Insurance Group, Jim & Greg Cunningham, Oakland
University, STI, and St. Joseph Mercy Oakland; and the Supporting Sponsors: CBS Outdoor, Comcast, Media
Network of Waterford, Oddzin Ends, and the Palace of Auburn Hills.
For more information regarding the Holiday Extravaganza festivities, please visit www.holidayextravaganza.org, the Holiday Extravaganza Facebook Page at www.facebook.com, call the Holiday Extravaganza
Hotline at (248) 858-8347 ext. 5180 or send an email to Santa@HolidayExtravaganza.org.
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12 Saturday PISTONS - v. Golden State Warriors, 7:30 p.m., $65.00,
$55.00, $40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
19 Saturday COMEDY - Holiday Laugh-A-Palooza featuring comedians
Dan Grueter, Bill Squire, Dwayne Gill, Ben Konstantin and Master of
Ceremonies Joel Fragomeni, comedy, 7:30 p.m., $20.00 reserved and $15.00
general admission. Special VIP Table seating for four is also available.
20 Sunday PISTONS - v. Los Angeles Lakers, 6:00 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
23 Wednesday PISTONS - v. Toronto Raptors, 7:30 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
27 Sunday CONCERT - Trans-Siberian Orchestra, rock/holiday, 3:00
p.m., $59.50, $49.50, $39.50 and $25 reserved.
27 Sunday CONCERT - Trans-Siberian Orchestra, rock/holiday, 7:30
p.m., $59.50, $49.50, $39.50 and $25 reserved.
29 Tuesday PISTONS - v. New York Knicks, 7:30 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved.
31 Thursday PISTONS - v. Chicago Bulls, 3:00 p.m., $65.00, $55.00,
$40.00, $35.00, $25.00 and $10.00 reserved. Special group rates available.

Advertisement Information
Please complete information below if you want to
place an ad in The Pontiac News.

Subscription Order Form

Name of Business___________________________________

Yes, I would like to receive The Pontiac News at my
( ) Business or ( ) Home ( ) Church
Cost of subscription is $15 annually or .50 per issue

Business Address ___________________________________

Company______________________________________________

Name and Title of Authorized Person
__________________________________________________
Telephone # _______________________________________

Name_________________________________________________

Fax_______________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________

Email ____________________________________________

City/State/Zip__________________________________________

Website Address ____________________________________
Telephone #______________________Fax # _________________
Email Address__________________________________________
Website Address________________________________________

Ads should be submitted in a Word, jpg, pdf, or tiff and payment must
accompany ad. Deadline for submission of ad copy is 2 weeks prior to
publication date (See Media Kit for ad size, cost, publication dates and
related information).

Mail completed Subscription or Ad Form to: The Pontiac News - P.O. Box 431412 - Suite 1, Pontiac, Michigan 48343.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A CONTRIBUTING WRITER, OR DISTRIBUTOR OF TPN PLEASE
CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY! Email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net Phone - 248-758-1411 - www.thepontiacnews.com
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POH Riley Foundation

More than $300,000 Raised to Benefit the Pontiac Promise Zone
By Kaniqua Daniel
As Gov. Jennifer Granholm took the stage to address a
crowd of more than 300 guests at the POH Riley Foundation’s
7th Annual Black Tie Gala, she quickly pointed out that the
room was filled with democrats, republicans and people from
all walks of life.
“It doesn’t matter which party you are affiliated with when
it comes to helping students,” Granholm said. “The attendance tonight shows that we all want to see Pontiac students
prosper, and I applaud the individuals and organizations that
have vowed to make the Pontiac Promise Zone a success.”
“Move over Kalamazoo !” Granholm added. “ Pontiac is
on your tail and we’re not going to stop until every student in
the Pontiac School District has a free college education.”
BLACK TIE GALA SUPPORTS PONTIAC YOUTH
The POH Riley Foundation’s 7th Annual Black Tie Gala
was held November 6, 2009 at The Townsend Hotel in
Birmingham . VIP and Celebrity Guests who attended the
event included: Governor Jennifer Granholm; Tim Melton,
State Representative; L. Brooks Patterson, Oakland County
Executive; Judge Leo Bowman, Oakland County Circuit
Court; Leon Jukowski, Pontiac Mayor-elect; and Dr. Thomas
Maridada II, Superintendent of Pontiac Schools.
Paula Tutman, WDIV Local 4 News Reporter, served as
the Mistress of Ceremonies. The elegant affair began with a
VIP celebrity and sponsor reception at 5:30 p.m. Guests
enjoyed a live and silent auction, hors d'oeuvres, fine dining
and live entertainment by The Jerry Ross Band.
A portion of the event proceeds were donated to the
Pontiac Promise Zone Scholarship Fund. Modeled after the
Kalamazoo Promise, the Pontiac Promise Zone legislation
was authored by State Rep. Tim Melton–29th District representing Pontiac and Auburn Hills, to cover the cost of tuition
for all Pontiac students to have access to postsecondary
education. An estimated $750,000 is needed to start the
program, which must be raised by the community.
MORE THAN $300,000 RAISED!
To date, more than $300,000 has been raised. Donating
organizations include the AT&T Foundation, Baker College
of Auburn Hills, DeGarA P.L.L.C., Genisys Credit Union,
Mayor-elect Leon B. Jukowski & Family, Oakland
Community College , Oakland University , the POH Riley
Foundation, St. Joseph Mercy Oakland, the Tim Melton
Foundation, and other community supporters.
During the gala, a check in the amount of $250,000 was
presented to a special group of seven Pontiac students titled
“Pontiac Leaders in the Making.” Bobby Boutin, Sean
Branner, Josh Leidy, Jasen Sams, Khareem Slaton, Ravon
Williams and Tsimour Yang provided a presentation before
the crowd on their career aspirations and how they would
benefit from the Pontiac Promise Zone Scholarship Fund.
A Marine Biologist, President of the United States, School
Superintendent, Lawyer, Broadcast Journalist, Nutrition
Consultant, Music Teacher, and Engineer were some of the
career choices these bright young men and women vowed to
achieve — with the help of their community.

Gov. Jennifer Granholm sits with Teresa Rodges, Executive Director of the POH Riley
Foundation, along with Pontiac High School students and supporters of the Pontiac Promise
Zone Scholarship Fund.
STUDENTS & PARENTS
ARE THANKFUL
“I’m extremely excited that I may have the opportunity to
go to college for free,” said Tsimour Yang, a sophomore at
Pontiac High School . “I’m very thankful. This gives so
many kids the chance to achieve their goals and dreams.”
Deanna Newton and her 17-year-old daughter Ravon
Williams attended the Black Tie Gala. As Ravon played a
violin before the crowd and urged community leaders to
support Fine Arts, her mother said she couldn’t have been
more proud.
“As a single parent, I’m already proud that she wants to
attend college,” Newton said. “But having the opportunity to
go for free, now that’s amazing. I can’t afford thousands of
dollars every year. So this would truly be a blessing.”
COMMUNITY LEADERS
URGE SUPPORT
“This city will never come back unless we invest in our
students,” said State Representative Tim Melton.
“I was born and raised in Pontiac , and I was fortunate
enough to have parents who could afford to send me to
college,” Melton added. “The question wasn’t ‘if’ I was
going to college. It was ‘where’ am I going to college. I want
every student in Pontiac to have that same opportunity. There
is not a greater thing that we can do for these students than to
send them to college, but we need the help of everyone in this
community.”
Teresa Rodges, Executive Director of the POH Riley

Foundation and member of the Pontiac Promise Zone
Authority Board, said the POH Riley Foundation will
continue to support Pontiac youth in every way possible.
As treasurer of the Promise Zone Authority Board,
Rodges initiated the first fundraising event for the scholarship fund—“Cruising for Education” aboard the Ovation
Yacht in St. Clair Shores , which raised $50,000.
For over 50 years, POH Regional Medical Center
(POHRMC) has been dedicated to providing health care
services to children and families in northern Oakland County
. In 2004, the POH Riley Foundation was formed to assure
philanthropic support for the hospital’s mission to enhance
the quality of life and health status of all people, regardless of
their financial status. Within the last two years, the POH
Riley Foundation was able to provide the following services:
A total of $50,000 to support the Pontiac Promise Zone
Scholarship Fund
• Nearly 1,000 free mammogram screenings to underserved women
• More than 300 free prostate cancer screenings to men in
Oakland County
• Support to the POH Children’s Clinic, which offers free
health care services to uninsured children
• Nearly $20,000 in OsteoCHAMPS scholarships to
disadvantaged high school students
• Funding for the POH Medical Mission to Guatemala
To learn more about the POH Riley Foundation, please
visit www.pohregional.org.
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